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England would never assume dangerous proportions, "so
long as German policy was directed by the Chancellor";
upon which the Kaiser commented indignantly, "This
shows that Grey has no idea who is really Master here and
that I rule. He prescribes to me who my Minister shall
be if I am to make an agreement with England."71
Bethmann's disinclination for increased armaments and
his wish to make naval concessions brought him into con-
flict with the Kaiser, and he twice offered his resignation,
But the Kaiser would not accept it because he had such
confidence in Bethmann's character, and because he knew
how highly he was esteemed abroad as an influence for
peace. One may argue that Bethmann, for his own honor
and conscience, ought to have insisted on his resignation
being accepted, when he could not persuade the Kaiser to
follow his advice rather than that of Tirpitz; that he ought
to have put loyalty to his own conscience above personal
loyalty to the Kaiser. But as he wrote rather pathetically
to Kiderlen at New Year's, 1912: "Really this whole policy
[of increased taxation for larger armaments] is such that
I cannot join in it. That you know. But I ask myself
ever and again whether I should not make the situation
srtill more dangerous; if I should leave now, and then prob-
ably be not the only one."7a Thus, it was really loyalty to
his country, rather than mere personal loyalty to the Kaiser,
that made him compromise with his own conscience and
remain in office as the spokesman of part at least of the
measures demanded by the army and navy and approved
by the Kaiser. It was the misfortune of Bethmann and of
Germany that he never had a wholly free hand to carry
out the policies which he favored. He continually had to
contend against the influence of the army and navy officials
who had direct access to the Emperor at any time, whereas
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